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 1. Precaution 

 1.1 Safety Precaution. 

 To prevent injury to the user or other people and property damage, the following instructions must 

be followed. 

 Incorrect operation due to ignoring instruction will cause harm or damage.  

Before service unit, be sure to read this service manual at first. 

 1.2 Warning 

 Installation  

 Do not use a defective or underrated circuit breaker. Use this appliance on a dedicated circuit. 

There is risk of fire or electric shock. 

 For electrical work, contact the dealer, seller, a qualified electrician, or an Authorized service center. 

Do not disassemble or repair the product, there is risk of fire or electric shock. 

 Always ground the product. 

There is risk of fire or electric shock. 

 Install the panel and the cover of control box securely. 

There is risk of fire of electric shock. 

 Always install a dedicated circuit and breaker. 

Improper wiring or installation may cause fore or electric shock. 

 Use the correctly rated breaker of fuse. 

There is risk of fire or electric shock. 

 Do not modify or extend the power cable. 

There is risk of fire or electric shock. 

 Do not install, remove, or reinstall the unit by yourself(customer). 

There is risk of fire, electric shock, explosion, or injury. 

 Be caution when unpacking and installing the product. 

Sharp edges could cause injury, be especially careful of the case edges and the fins on the condenser 

and evaporator. 

 For installation, always contact the dealer or an Authorized service center. 

There is risk of fire, electric shock, explosion, or injury. 
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 Do not install the product on a defective installation stand. 

It may cause injury, accident, or damage to the product. 

 Be sure the installation area does not deteriorate with age. 

If the base collapses, the air conditioner could fall with it, causing property damage, product failure, 

and personal injury. 

 Do not let the air conditioner run for a long time when the humidity is very high and a door or a 

window is left open. 

Moisture may condense and wet or damage furniture. 

 Take care to ensure that power cable could not be pulled out or damaged during operation. 

There is risk of fire or electric shock. 

 Do not place anything on the power cable. 

There is risk of fire or electric shock. 

 Do not plug or unplug the power supply plug during operation. 

There is risk of fire or electric shock. 

 Do not touch (operation) the product with wet hands. 

There is risk of fire or electric shock. 

 Do not place a heater or other appliance near the power cable. 

There is risk of fire and electric shock. 

 Do not allow water to run into electric parts. 

It may cause fire, failure of the product, or electric shock. 

 Do not store or use flammable gas or combustible near the product. 

There is risk of fire or failure of product. 

 Do not use the product in a tightly closed space for a long time. 

Oxygen deficiency could occur. 

 When flammable gas leaks, turn off the gas and open a window for ventilation before turn the 

product on. 

Do not use the telephone or turn switches on or off. There is risk of explosion or fire. 

 If strange sounds, or small or smoke comes from product. Turn the breaker off or disconnect the 

power supply cable. 

There is risk of electric shock or fire. 

 Stop operation and close the window in storm or hurricane. If possible, remove the product from the 

window before the hurricane arrives. 
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There is risk of property damage, failure of product, or electric shock. 

 Do not open the inlet grill of the product during operation. (Do not touch the electrostatic filter, if the 

unit is so equipped.) 

There is risk of physical injury, electric shock, or product failure. 

 When the product is soaked (flooded or submerged), contact an Authorized service center. 

There is risk of fire or electric shock. 

 Be caution that water could not enter the product. 

There is risk of fire, electric shock, or product damage. 

 Ventilate the product from time to time when operating it together with a stove, etc. 

There is risk of fire or electric shock. 

 Turn the main power off when cleaning or maintaining the product. 

There is risk of electric shock. 

 When the product is not be used for a long time, disconnect the power supply plug or turn off the 

breaker. 

There is risk of product damage or failure, or unintended operation. 

 Take care to ensure that nobody could step on or fall onto the outdoor unit. 

This could result in personal injury and product damage. 

 

 CAUTION. 

 Always check for gas (refrigerant) leakage after installation or repair of product. 

Low refrigerant levels may cause failure of product. 

 Install the drain hose to ensure that water is drained away properly. 

A bad connection may cause water leakage. 

 Keep level even when installing the product. 

To avoid vibration of water leakage 

 Do not install the product where the noise or hot air from the outdoor unit could damage the 

neighborhoods. 

It may cause a problem for your neighbors. 

 Use two or more people to lift and transport the product. 

Avoid personal injury. 

 Do not install the product where it will be exposed to sea wind (salt spray) directly. 

It may cause corrosion on the product. Corrosion, particularly on the condenser and evaporator fins, 
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could cause product malfunction or inefficient operation. 

 

 Operational. 

  Do not expose the skin directly to cool air for long periods of time. (Do not sit in the draft). 

   This could harm to your health. 

 Do not use the product for special purposes, such as preserving foods, works of art, etc. It is a  

consumer air conditioner, not a precision refrigerant system 

   There is risk of damage or loss of property. 

 Do not block the inlet or outlet of air flow. 

   It may cause product failure. 

 Use a soft cloth to clean. Do not use harsh detergents, solvents, etc. 

   There is risk of fire, electric shock, or damage to the plastic parts of the product. 

 Do not touch the metal parts of the product when removing the air filter. They are very sharp. 

   There is risk of personal injury. 

 Do not step on pr put anything on the product. (outdoor units) 

   There is risk of personal injury and failure of product. 

 Always insert the filter securely. Clean the filter every two weeks or more often if necessary. 

 A dirty filter reduces the efficiency of the air conditioner and could cause product malfunction or damage. 

 Do not insert hands or other object through air inlet or outlet while the product is operated. 

   There are sharp and moving parts that could cause personal injury. 

 Do not drink the water drained from the product. 

   It is not sanitary could cause serious health issues. 

 Use a firm stool or ladder when cleaning or maintaining the product. 

   Be careful and avoid personal injury. 

 Replace the all batteries in the remote control with new ones of the same type. Do not mix old and 

new batteries or different types of batteries. 

   There is risk of fire or explosion. 

 Do not recharge or disassemble the batteries. Do not dispose of batteries in a fire. 

   They may burn of explode. 

 If the liquid from the batteries gets onto your skin or clothes, wash it well with clean water. Do not 

use the remote of the batteries have leaked. 

The chemical in batteries could cause burns or other health hazards 
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 2. Function and control panel. 
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                                             RE05C1M1， RE10C1M1 

 The controls featured in this manual are representative of many available models. Your model 

 may offer slightly different features. 

     

 

 The desired cool setting is selected by rotating the knob to the right to the appropriate location. 

HI COOL  has maximum cooling effect and airflow. 

 MED COOL has intermediate cooling effect and airflow. 

 LO COOL  has minimum cooling effect and airflow. 

 

Cool Mode 

Fan Mode 

202021190147 
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Rotate the knob to the left to select your choice of fan speeds for air circulation. 

NOTE: When selecting a fan speed, the compressor will not run. 
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 3. Dimension. 

                    

Mode W(mm) H(mm) D(mm) 

RE05C1D1, 

RE05C1M1 
406 306 335 

RE06C1D1, 

RE06C1M1 
406 306 390 

RE08C1D1, 

RE08C1M1 
471 340 400 

RE10C1M1, 

RE12C1D1, 

RE12C1M1 

482 372 487 
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 4. Refrigerant Cycle Diagram. 

The figure below is a brief description of the important components and their function in what is 

called the refrigeration system. 

This will help to understand the refrigeration cycle and the flow of the refrigerant in the cooling cycle. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

For only cooling
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EVAPORATOR CONDENSER

COMPRESSOR

CAPILIARY TUBE
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 5. Wiring Diagram. 

(1) RE05C1M1 , RE06C1M1 

 

 

 

202021191021 
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          (2) RE12C1D1,RE05C1D1, RE06C1D1, RE08C1D1 

            

202021190003 
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(3) RE10C1M1, RE10C1M1,RE12C1M1, RE08C1M1 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 6 Electronic function 

 6.1 Terms and definitions 

TA: Temperature of indoor ambient (T1) 

TE: Temperature of evaporator (T2). 

TS: The set temperature. 

DAHT: Sensor of heater 

 6.2 Protection function 

6.2.1 The compressor functions protection with a delay of three minutes. 

6.2.2 Sensor protection at open or short circuit. 

6.2.3 The compressor is off with a delay of five minutes. 

 6.3 Fan-only mode function requirement 

6.3.1. The compressor is OFF at Fan-only mode. 

6.3.2. The speed can′t be controlled at the mode, and the temperature of indoor is display on LED. 

6.3.3. The ION/TIMER functions are valid at the fan-only mode. 

202020490172 
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 6.4 Cooling mode function requirement 

6.4.1. The compressor will be activated by sensing the difference between setting temperature and the 

actual ambient room temperature. 

6.4.2. The compressor operates as below: 

 

         

(TA-Ts)℉

+2

0

Operation conditon 

compressor off with a delay of 1 minute

compressor on

 

 When TA≤TS, compressor off 

When T1>TS+2F, compressor on 

 

6.4.3. The ION/TIMER/SLEEP/ENERGY SAVE/FOLLOW ME functions are valid at the cooling mode. 

6.4.4. Auto-defrosting function protection as below: 

When TE is lower, it means that the evaporator frosts. Then the unit starts defrosting, and the 

indoor fan keeps working at the moment. When the temperature is up, the unit stops defrosting. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TE ℉

55

30

compressor off 

when TE is lower than 30℉
lasting for 5 seconds

compressor on
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 6.5 Heating mode 

6.5.1. The heater will be activated by sensing the difference between setting temperature and the actual 

ambient room temperature. 

       

            

(TA-Ts)℉

2

-2

Operation conditon

Heater off

Heater on

 

 

 The Electric heater operates as below:  

a. When TA﹤Ts-2℉, the fan motor operates, and 3 seconds later, the heater is on and 

operates at low speed within 30 seconds. After 30 seconds, it will change to the setting 

speed. If the DAHT temperature checked is higher than the protection temperature, when the 

heater operating, the fan motor will be off automatically.  

b. When TA≥Ts+2℉, the heater is off, and the fan motor keeps on working at setting speed. If 

the DAHT temperature checked is low than the protection temperature, and the operation 

time of fan motor is more than 15 seconds, then the fan motor will be off.  

6.5.2. The ION/TIMER/SLEEP/FOLLOW ME functions are valid at the heating mode            

    

 6.6 Sensor malfunction  

 

 

 

 

 

LED display Stand for 

AS Room temperature sensor error 

LO Sensor protection at open circuit sensor error 

HI Sensor protection at short circuit sensor error   

HS Electric heating sensor error 

ES Evaporator temperature sensor at open or short circuit 
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 7 Installation details 

 7.1 Installation instructions. 

Your air conditioner is designed to install in standard double hung windows with opening widths of 23 

to 36 inches(584mm to 914mm) (See Fig.1). 

 

        

 

 

                                                              Table 1 

MODEL 5000~8000Btu/h 10000~12000Btu/h 

SIZE 14 (356mm) 15-1/2 (394mm) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Lower sash must open sufficiently to allow a clear vertical 

opening of following size (see Table 1).Side louvers and the 

rear of the AC must have clear air space to allow enough 

airflow through the condenser, for heat removal. The rear of 

the unit must be outdoors, not inside a building or garage. 

NOTE: Save Carton and these Installation Instructions  

for future reference. The carton is the best way to store unit  

during winter, or when not in use. 

TOOLS NEEDED: 

Phillips Screw Driver 

Drill(If pilot holes are needed) 

 

CAUTION: When handling unit, be careful to avoid cuts from 

sharp metal edges and aluminum fins on front and rear coils. 

NOTE: The top rail hardware and the following Fig.A, Fig.B 

and Fig.C are not applicable to the units more than 10000Btu/h. 

 

Before installing unit, the top rail must be assembled on the 

unit (For <10000Btu/h models only). 

Tool Needed: Phillips Screwdriver 

 

A: Remove the air conditioner from the carton and place on a 

flat surface.  

B: Remove top rail from the rear of the packaging material as 

shown in Fig. A 

C:  Align the hole in the top rail with those in the top of  the 

unit as shown in Fig.B 

D:  Secure the top rail to the unit with the 3/8 Screws as 

shown in Fig.C. 

 

NOTE: For safety reasons, all four(4) screws MUST be 

securely fastened. 

Fig. B 

Fig. C 
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 7.2 How to install. 

NOTE: Top rail and Sliding Panels at each side are offset to provide the proper pitch to the rear of           

(5/16 ). This is necessary for proper condensed water utilization and drainage. If you are not using the 

Side Panels for any reason, this pitch to the rear must be maintained.   

 

1. Place unit on floor, a bench or a table. There is a Left and Right Window Filler Panel- be sure 

to use the proper panel for each side. When installed the flange for securing the panel in place to 

the window sill will be facing into the room. 

A. Hold the Accordion Panel in one hand and gently pull back the center to free the open end. See 

Fig.1. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

B. Slide the free and (“I” section) of the panel into the cabinet as shown in Fig. 2A, 2B & 3. Slide the 

panel down. Be sure to leave enough space to slip the top and bottom of the frame into the rails on 

the cabinet. 

C. Once the panel has been installed on the side of the cabinet, make sure it sits securely inside      

the frame channel by making slight adjustments. Slide the top and bottom ends of the frame into       

the top and bottom ends of the frame into the top and bottom rails of the cabinet. Fig.4. 

D. Slide the panel all the way in and repeat on the other side.  

 

NOTE: If storm window blocks AC, see Fig. 13. 

FIG.3 

FIG.4 
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2. Keep a firm grip on the air conditioner, carefully place the unit into the window opening so the 

bottom of the air conditioner frame is against the window sill (Fig.5). Carefully close the window 

behind the top rail of the unit. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3. Extend the side panels out against the window frame (Fig.6). 

 

4. Place the frame lock between the frame extensions and the window sill as shown (Fig.7).          

Drive 3 / 4(19mm) or 1 / 2(13mm) locking screws through the frame lock and into the sill          

(Fig.8). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

NOTE: To prevent window sill from splitting, drill 1 / 8 (3mm) pilot holes before driving screws. 

 

FIG.5 
FIG.6 
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5. Drive 1 / 2  (13mm) locking screws through frame holes into window sash (Fig.9/10) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6. To secure lower sash in place, attach right angle sash lock with 3 / 4 (19mm) or 1 / 2 (13mm) screw 

as shown (Fig.11). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

7. Cut foam seal and insert in the space between the upper and lower sashes (Fig.12). 

 

If AC is Blocked by Storm Window 

Add wood as shown in Fig.13, or remove storm window before air conditioner is installed. If Storm 

Window Frame must remain, be sure the drain holes or slots are not caulked or painted shut.  

Accumulated Rain Water or Condensation must be allowed to drain out. 

 

Removing AC From Window 

Turn AC off, and disconnect power cord. Remove sash seal from between windows, and                

unscrew safety lock. Remove screws installed through frame and frame lock. Close (slide) side panels 

into frame. Keeping a firm grip on air conditioner, raise sash and carefully  rock  air conditioner 

backward to drain any condensate water in base of unit. Be carefully not to spill any remaining water 

while lifting unit from window. Store parts with air conditioner.

FIG.9 

FIG.10 
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 7.3 Care and cleaning. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The air filter should be checked at least once a month to see if cleaning is necessary. Trapped particles 

in the filter can build up and cause an accumulation of frost on the cooling coils. 

     ※ Remove the filter by sliding out from the right-hand side. 

     ※ Wash the filter using liquid dishwashing detergent and warm water. Rinse filter thoroughly. 

     ※ Gently shake excess water from the filter. Be sure the filter is thoroughly dry before replacing. 

        Or, instead of washing you may vacuum the filter clean. 

Note: Never use hot water over 40℃(104℉)to clean the air filter. Never attempt to operate the unit 

without the air filter. 

 

 

 

CAUTION:  Clean your air conditioner occasionally to keep it looking new. Be sure to unplug 

the unit before cleaning to prevent chock or fire hazards. 

Air filter cleaning  
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※ Be sure to unplug the air conditioner to prevent shock or fire hazard.  

The cabinet and front may be dusted with an oil-free cloth or washed with a cloth dampened in a 

solution of warm water and mild liquid dishwashing detergent. Rinse thoroughly and wipe dry. 

     ※ Never use harsh cleaners, wax or polish on the cabinet front. 

      

     ※ Be sure to wring excess water from the cloth before wiping around the controls. Excess water in or 

around the controls may cause damage to the air conditioner. 

     ※ Plug in air conditioner. 

 

 

 

 

If you plan to store the air conditioner during the winter, remove it carefully from the window according 

to the installation instructions. Cover it with plastic or return it to the original carton. 

Cabinet Cleaning  

Winter Storage  
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 8 Operation characteristics 

 8.1 Cooling operation. 

For mechanical model: 

 

For remote control model: 
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 8.2 Characteristic of temperature sensor. 

Temp.℃ Resistance KΩ Temp.℃ Resistance KΩ Temp.℃ Resistance KΩ 

-10 62.2756 17 14.6181 44 4.3874 

-9 58.7079 18 13.918 45 4.2126 

-8 56.3694 19 13.2631 46 4.0459 

-7 52.2438 20 12.6431 47 3.8867 

-6 49.3161 21 12.0561 48 3.7348 

-5 46.5725 22 11.5 49 3.5896 

-4 44 23 10.9731 50 3.451 

-3 41.5878 24 10.4736 51 3.3185 

-2 39.8239 25 10 52 3.1918 

-1 37.1988 26 9.5507 53 3.0707 

0 35.2024 27 9.1245 54 2.959 

1 33.3269 28 8.7198 55 2.8442 

2 31.5635 29 8.3357 56 2.7382 

3 29.9058 30 7.9708 57 2.6368 

4 28.3459 31 7.6241 58 2.5397 

5 26.8778 32 7.2946 59 2.4468 

6 25.4954 33 6.9814 60 2.3577 

7 24.1932 34 6.6835 61 2.2725 

8 22.5662 35 6.4002 62 2.1907 

9 21.8094 36 6.1306 63 2.1124 

10 20.7184 37 5.8736 64 2.0373 

11 19.6891 38 5.6296 65 1.9653 

12 18.7177 39 5.3969 66 1.8963 

13 17.8005 40 5.1752 67 1.830 

14 16.9341 41 4.9639 68 1.7665 

15 16.1156 42 4.7625 69 1.7055 

16 15.3418 43 4.5705 70 1.6469 
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 9 Troubleshooting 

In general, possible trouble is classified in three kinds. One is called Starting Failure which is 

caused from an electrical defect, another is ineffective Air Conditioning caused by a defect in the 

refrigeration circuit and improper application, and the other is called the Structure Damage. 

 

Problem Solution 

Air conditioner 

does not start 

Wall plug disconnected. Push plug firmly into wall outlet. 

House fuse blown or circuit breaker tripped. Replace fuse with time delay type or 

reset circuit breaker. 

Plug Current Device Tripped. Press the RESET button. 

Control is OFF. Turn Control ON and set to desired setting. 

Air from unit does 

not feel cold 

enough 

Room temperature below 17 ℃(62℉). Cooling may not occur until room temperature  

rises above  17 ℃(62℉).    

Temperature sensing element touching cold coil, located behind air filter. Straighten 

tube away from coil. 

Reset to a Lower temperature. 

Compressor shut-off by changing modes. Wait approximately 3 minutes and listen for 

compressor to restart when set in the COOL mode. 

Air conditioner  

cooling, but room 

is too warm- ice  

forming on cooling  

coil behind  

decorative front. 

Outdoor  temperature below 17 ℃(62℉). To defrost the coil, set FAN ONLY mode. 

Air filter may be dirty. Clean filter. Refer to Care and Cleaning section. To defrost, 

set to FAN ONLY mode. 

Thermostat set too cold for night-time cooling. To defrost the coil, set to FAN ONLY 

mode. Then, set temperature to a Higher setting. 

Air conditioner  

cooling, but room 

is too warm- NO  

ice forming on  

cooling coil behind  

decorative front. 

Dirty air filter- air restricted. Clean air filter. Refer to Care and Cleaning section. 

Temperature is set too High, set temperature to a Lower setting. 

Air directional louvers positioned improperly. Position louvers for better air distribution. 

Front of units is blocked by drapes, blinds, furniture, etc. - restricts air distribution.  

Clear blockage in front of unit. 

Doors/ windows/registers, etc. Open- cold air escapes. Close doors, windows, registers. 

Unit recently turned on in hot room. Allow additional time to remove. Stored heat from  

walls, ceiling, floor and furniture. 

Air conditioner 

turns on 

and off rapidly 

Dirty air filter- air restricted. Clean air filter 

Outside temperature extremely hot. Set FAN speed to a Higher setting to bring air past  

cooling coils more frequently. 

Noise when unit is  

cooling 

Air movement sound. This is normal. If too loud, set to a slower FAN setting. 

Window vibration - poor installation. Refer to installation instructions or check with 

installer. 
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Water dripping 

INSIDE when 

 unit is cooling. 

Improper installation. Tilt air conditioner slightly to the outside to allow water drainage.  

Refer to installation instructions - check with installer. 

Water dripping 

OUTSIDE when 

 unit is cooling. 

Unit removing large quantity of moisture from humid room. This is normal during  

excessively humid days. 

Remote Sensing  

Deactivating  

Prematurely 

(some models) 

Remote control not located within range. Place remote control within 20 feet & 180° ,  

radius of the front of the unit. 

Remote control signal obstructed. Remove obstruction. 

Room too cold Set temperature too low. Increase set temperature. 

 


